
Plans for 2021 on target!
by Antony and John Winnard MBE - Joint Managing Directors

Thank you for the great response we had to the first edition of this,

our new newsletter when it was published last month.

 

There’s always plenty going on The Toffee Works and people have

said it is a great way to let you all know what we are up to.

 

As a thank you, we are offering an exclusive discount code for Sweet

Talker readers who want to buy online supplies of their favourite

sweets ready for Mother’s Day and Easter.

 

For 10% off your order, simply apply the code JOE10 when you

checkout from our online sweet shop on or before 21st March 2021:

www.Uncle-Joes.com/sweet-shop  

Many thanks for your continued custom and support.
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American speciality foods

importer British Delights is

one of the many foreign

customers who have stayed

loyal to us throughout the

challenges of Covid-19 and

Brexit. 

We are delighted that the

company, of Westford,

Massachusetts, has just

confirmed another order, 

 

We have a good, long-

standing relationship

with British Delights, which

serves a network of British

Stores across the Eastern

Seaboard, providing British

expats with the foods they

miss from home.

We never get involved in

politics but it hasn’t escaped

our notice that the new man

in the White House has a very

familiar nickname – you

might have seen that US

president Joe Biden is also

known as Uncle Joe.

 

Mr Biden is still flushed with

the success of his victory over

Donald Trump but if that ever

changes and he needs

something to keep him all

aglow he knows where to

come.

Wouldn’t it be nice if the

connection between Uncle

Joe’s and Uncle Joe could

help boost UK/US trade? 

In the last edition, we told you about our new Mint With A

Hint sweets, which were created by mistake, when liquorice

extract was added to a batch of sugar-free mint balls.

Colleagues tasted the end result and liked them so much

that we put them into production. 

The response has been so good that we are now

considering extending the Mint With A Hint range to

include three more flavours suggested by customers on

social media. Watch this space!
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US IMPORTER 'BRITISH DELIGHTS' CONFIRMS
ANOTHER ORDER

by Anita Taulty

WE’VE GOT ALL SORTS PLANNED FOR OUR
NEW LIQUORICE FLAVOURED SWEETS



UNCLE JOE’S IN THE NEWS
 

News of our new Mint With A

Hint flavour was covered in both

The Daily Express and Daily Star

newspapers , as well as our friends

at the Wigan Post .

 

The Daily Express headline was

'Mint Balls bungle is a hit sweet '

while the Daily Star went with

'Sweetie mistake so tasty ' . 

Can you come up with something

better? 
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And finally , we ’ve gone back through

the archives once more to give you a

glimpse of our heritage . 

This photo is of William Santus

himself , the man who launched this

great company of ours , counting out

ration coupons during World War II .
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